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Comprises financial institutions, instruments and markets, facilitating 
transactions for goods and services and financial transactions.

▪

Settle commercial transactions□
Transfer and manage risk□
Generate information to assist decision making□
Deal with incentive problems in contracting□
Pooling of funds□

Surplus units: supplier of funds (Lenders, investors, shareholders)

Deficit units: Users of funds i.e. someone else's money (borrowers, 
credit card users)



The financial system organizes the flow of funds from surplus 
units to deficit units.

◊

Funds can flow via intermediaries (Intermediation), or through 
financial markets (Direct financing)

◊

Involves transfer of funds between ultimate savers and 
ultimate borrowers via deposit-taking institutions.



Borrowers and savers are offered a range of 
products



Asset transformation–

Borrowers and savers are offered products 
with a range of terms to maturity



Maturity transformation–

Saver's credit risk limited to intermediary, 
which has expertise and information



The saver does not bear the risks.

Credit risk diversification and transformation–

Financial and operational benefits of 
organisational size and business volume



Economies of scale–

Advantages:

Intermediation/Indirect Financing◊

The transfer of fund from ultimate savers to ultimate 
borrowers without an intermediary.



Avoids costs of intermediation–

Increases access to diverse range of markets–

Advantages:

Direct Financing◊

Flow of funds

Arrange the flow of funds between surplus and deficit units□

Financial system perform several functions:▪

Financial System○
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Increases access to diverse range of markets–

Greater flexibility in range of securities users can 
issue for different financing needs

–

Matching of preferences–

Liquidity and marketability of a security–

Search and transaction costs–

Disadvantages:

Assets involved (e.g. commodity, hard asset, 
financial asset)

–

Quantity and units–

Price, date, payment and settlement terms.–

Financial contract that can be traded in a financial market 
that specifies



Security◊

i.e. a promise (commitment that some event will or 
will not occur in future) for the breach of which the 
law gives remedy.

–

Surplus units and deficit units are connected though 
contracts



Finance is entirely built on promises

Contract  ◊

Business: company share or debentures

Governments: Treasury notes or bonds.

The issue of a new financial instrument to raise funds to purchase G&S and 
assets by:

□

Funds are obtained by the issuer□
Direct financing raises funds in larger amounts because the issue of 
securities requires a substantial effort that is only economical for large 
amounts.

□

Primary Market▪

No new funds raised and therefore no direct impact on the original 
issuer of security



Transfer of ownership from on saver to another

Provides liquidity, which facilitates the restructuring of portfolios of 
security owners



The buying and selling of existing financial securities□

Provide investors with liquidityi)
Identify the price or value of the securities i.e. price discoveryii)
Identity investors who are interested in securities (who could 
be approached to supply funds in the primary market)

iii)

Main functions:

Although it does not raise funds for issuers, a liquid and efficient secondary 
market greatly assists the operations of primary market

□

Secondary Market▪

Primary Markets vs. Secondary Markets○

Ownership□
Liability and taxation□
Incentives□
Risk and return (Incl. Agency/Information issues)□

Differ by:▪

Type Ownership Liability Taxation Benefit/
Risk

Note

Limited Liability 
Companies

Separate legal 
entity from 
owners

Limited In its own right Agency 
issue due 
to 
different 

Public or 
private

Different Types of Firms○
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